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Group wedding in new
metro station
On December 27, 2017,
a group wedding was held in
the hall of Houhu Avenue
Station on Metro Line 21
(Yangluo Line), attracting
many passengers to watch. It
was jointly organized by
Wuhan Metro Group and
China Construction Third
Engineering Bureau Co., Ltd.
for 21 young metro builders
along with their spouses for
the opening of Line 21.

Love
story on
BRT bus
From 9 to 10 A.M. on
December 27, 2017, Wuhan
BRT1 witnessed a special
wedding. The bride and
bridegroom were Hu Lili,
aged 33, and Cai Wen, 35.
Both, being drivers of BRT1,
chose that day to wed
because it is the first
anniversary of BRT1's trial

operation. Their "wedding
route" began at the Gaoxin
Avenue Station on Guanggu
Avenue, moved along
Xiongchu Avenue and ended
at the terminus, the East
Square of Wuchang Railway
Station. Many passengers and
passersby took photos along
the journey while the bus

teemed with happiness and
laughter.
Changjiang Daily made a
95-minute live streaming
webcast of the entire wedding
that was viewed more than
544,000 times. Net friends
across China made comments
with sincere wishes for the
newly weds.
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The core concept pavilion
at Damara Village opens
By Jiang Zhe

On the evening of December 24,
2017, a grand display of fireworks lit
up the night sky of Wuhan
Huabohui, celebrating the trial
operation of the core concept
pavilion at the Damara Appearance
& Art Village. The pavilion was
jointly created by Changjiang Daily
and Wuhan Huabohui.
As a core concept pavilion in
Damara Village, a place aiming to
foster wanghong (Internet celebrities),
the Damara Girls' Life Pavilion is
domestically the first wanghong
interactive experience pavilion. Its live
studios are of highest qualities in
China and dozens of well-known
anchors work there year round. With
three floors and an attic, the area
amounts to more than 800 square
meters. It will gather burgeoning
business forms popular among young
people, such as live streaming labs
for knowledge-based Internet
celebrities, halls to meet fans, studios
for photo taking, experiential design
studios, Honor of Kings interactive
experience shops, and board game
halls.

Over 30,000 migratory
birds winter at Fuhe
wetland

Mother acts as study companion for 12 years
Ding Meiying, aged 53,
comes from Chongyang County
of Xianning City in Hubei
Province. Her daughter, Tan
Yuying, was diagnosed with
cerebral palsy at 10 months
resulting from asphyxia anoxia
at birth. When her daughter
was two years old, Ding quit
her job as a kindergarten
teacher to be a full-time
mother, doing rehabilitation
treatments for her daughter and

teaching her pinyin, reading and
simple arithmetic.
When Tan went to primary
school at the age of seven,
Ding began her 12-year career
as her daughter's study
companion. Despite suffering
from cerebral palsy, Tan has a
very good memory and mental
arithmetic ability, which ensured
her to move successfully from
primary to secondary and high
school. This summer, the 19-

year-old was admitted to the
Computer Software Engineering
Department of Hubei University
after passing the national college
entrance examination.
Thankfully, Hubei University
provided a separate dormroom
for them so that the mother
can continue to accompany her
daughter, take care of her daily
needs, and, sometimes, help her
to walk from one classroom to
another.

During the drought season in
winter, the bed of Fuhe River dries
up, making a large wetland for
migratory birds from the far north to
stay for the severe winter. A very
spectacular view of wild geese and
ducks feeding and resting in the
wetlands can be seen while listening
to the calls of all kinds of waterfowl.
A worker there estimated that the
number of migratory birds that have
come to the Fuhe wetland this winter
so far has surpassed 30,000.

